Meeting held at Cannington on Wednesday, 9 January 2019

WEATHER: Fine         TRACK: Good          KENNEL TEMPERATURE: 18 degrees
TIME KENNELS CLOSED: 6.00pm
Stewards: Mr S Jones, Miss E Alessandrino, Mr M Pascoe (Trainee)
Veterinary Surgeons: Dr S Wu
Lure Driver: Mr R Archibald

SCRATCHINGS: Under R23, the following greyhounds will stand down for a period of 10 days through:
Injury: Race 1 JAZZ DIVA (9/1), Race 1 NAK FACTOR (8/1), Race 9 KONNICHIWA (8/1)
Ineligible: Race 1 JUST A JACK (7/1)
Stewards Permission: Race 2 NIGHT LIGHT (8/1), Race 4 RHIANNON'S LAST (8/1), Race 5 JADE'S BLADE (7/1)
Racing Elsewhere: Race 1 WHAT A QUESTION (9/1), Race 6 JUST A BATTLER (9/1), Race 12 PEAKY GIRL (9/1)
Transferred: Race 6 MAYBE TODAY (9/1)
FINES: R33 - Mr D Biddle - $100

SATISFACTORY TRIALS:
R71 - Race 7 WILLIE GUNDI x 1 Solo
R71 - Race 9 JILL IN BLACK x 1 Solo

WARNINGS:
Race 10 SIMPLY READY - Raced ungenerously approaching the finish line
SAMPLERS TAKEN: Race 2 MY BRO JIMBO, Race 3 SUPER BLADE, Race 8 NYMPH MONELLI, Race 10 EXONERATED.

Race 1 - Novice/Country/275 - Novice - 6:42 PM
(275M): PRESLEY PARKER & JUST A BATTLER began slowly. GIGAWATT & JUST A BATTLER collided soon after
the start. GIGAWATT & HOLD IT TOGETHER collided soon after the start and on the first turn, GIGAWATT lost ground.
GIGAWATT & JUST A BATTLER collided approaching the home turn. JUST A BATTLER checked off the heels of
GIGAWATT approaching the home turn. SPIRIT OF PAT shifted out and raced wide on the home turn.

Race 2 - Mixed 5/6/Country/380 - Mixed 5/6 - 7:06 PM
(380M): DANDALUP JESTER, MY BRO JIMBO, KRUSTY MONELLI & APACHE GUNDI began quickly. GO GETTEM
SANTA began slowly. KRUSTY MONELLI & APACHE GUNDI collided several times on the first turn, KRUSTY MONELLI
lost ground. DANDALUP JESTER & MY BRO JIMBO collided on the first turn. CROCODILE DAISY checked off the
heels of DANDALUP JESTER on the first turn. APACHE GUNDI checked off the heels of CROCODILE DAISY in the back straight.
COMMANDER JACK checked off the heels of APACHE GUNDI in the back straight. DANDALUP JESTER checked off the heels of CROCODILE DAISY in
the home straight. DANDALUP JESTER & APACHE GUNDI collided several times in the home straight.

Race 3 - Maiden/City/520 - Maiden - 7:24 PM
(520M): SUPER BLADE began quickly. LAPTOP GURU began slowly. SISTER WIN & SHE'S ALL TALK collided soon
after the start. WHO'S GOT SUBI & SHE'S ALL TALK collided soon after the start. SUNSET NAVANA & AUSSIE
SALUTE collided soon after the start. BLACK EUPHORIA checked off the heels of SHE'S ALL TALK soon after the start.
SHE'S ALL TALK checked off the heels of WHO'S GOT SUBI on the first turn. SUNSET NAVANA, AUSSIE SALUTE &
SHE'S ALL TALK collided on the first turn. SHE'S ALL TALK shifted out and collided with BLACK EUPHORIA on the first
turn. SISTER WIN & LAPTOP GURU collided on the first turn. AUSSIE SALUTE checked off the heels of SUNSET
NAVANA on the third turn.

Race 4 - Mixed 5/6/Country/520 - Mixed 5/6 - 7:39 PM
(520M): SAVANNAH ASH began quickly. MOMENT TO RUMBA, MJOLNIRS MIGHT & EXPLOSIVE SMITH began
slowly. MOMENT TO RUMBA & MJOLNIRS MIGHT collided soon after the start. SURF TORQUE & SNALLYGASTER
collided soon after the start. MJOLNIRS MIGHT checked off the heels of EXPLOSIVE SMITH on the first turn. MOMENT
TO RUMBA checked off the heels of SURF TORQUE approaching the third turn. SURF TORQUE & MOMENT TO
RUMBA collided approaching the home turn. MJOLNIRS MIGHT & EXPLOSIVE SMITH collided approaching the home
turn. SURF TORQUE & MOMENT TO RUMBA collided on the home turn.
Race 5 - Grade 5/Provincial/520 - Grade 5 - 7:59 PM
(520M): HOTSHOT MONELLI & NANGAR JILL began quickly. CALIFORNIA DREAM & SPIRIT MONELLI began slowly. WEST ON NESSY & CALIFORNIA DREAM collided soon after the start. WESTDALE ROSE & BALLISTIC BLUE collided soon after the start. WESTDALE ROSE checked off the heels of HOTSHOT MONELLI soon after the start. HOTSHOT MONELLI lost ground. HOTSHOT MONELLI & BALLISTIC BLUE collided approaching the first turn. BALLISTIC BLUE checked off the heels of CALIFORNIA DREAM approaching the first turn. WEST ON NESSY & SPIRIT MONELLI collided approaching the first turn. CALIFORNIA DREAM checked off the heels of SPIRIT MONELLI on the first turn. WESTDALE ROSE checked off the heels of BALLISTIC BLUE on the first turn. BALLISTIC BLUE & CALIFORNIA DREAM collided on the second turn and in the back straight. SPIRIT MONELLI checked off the heels of CALIFORNIA DREAM approaching the home turn.

Race 6 - Novice/Country/380 - Novice - 8:22 PM
(380M): SPANISH WHISPER began quickly. NIGHT CHARM was very slow out. WAGTAIL MAVIS & CHECK PILOT collided several times soon after the start. HELLO I'M JADE & WAGTAIL MAVIS collided on the first turn. CHECK PILOT shifted out and collided with SIMPLY GIFTED on the first turn. WAGTAIL MAVIS checked off the heels of WHAT A QUESTION in the back straight. CHECK PILOT & SIMPLY GIFTED collided in the back straight and on the second turn. CHECK PILOT, COSTLY GIRL & SIMPLY GIFTED collided on the second turn, COSTLY GIRL lost ground. CHECK PILOT checked off the heels of COSTLY GIRL approaching the home turn. HELLO I'M JADE checked off the heels of WHAT A QUESTION on the home turn. CHECK PILOT shifted out and raced very wide on the home turn and in the home straight.

NIGHT CHARM was examined by the course Veterinary Surgeon and no apparent injury was reported.

Race 7 - Novice/City/520 (1) - Novice - 8:38 PM
(520M): HARDING DOUBLE began quickly. WILLIE GUNDI began slowly. WEST ON JASMINE & HARDING DOUBLE collided soon after the start. DANDALUP CASPER & KARA KEEPING collided soon after the start. OUR SOVEREIGN checked off the heels of WEST ON JASMINE soon after the start. WEST ON JASMINE checked off the heels of DANDALUP CASPER & collided with WILLIE GUNDI approaching the first turn, WILLIE GUNDI fell and failed to finish. WILLIE GUNDI was examined by the course Veterinary Surgeon and no apparent injury was reported.

Race 8 - Novice/City/520 (2) - Novice - 8:54 PM
(520M): ZABEEKA & NYMPH MONELLI began quickly. GO GETTEM NOSEY & OLLIE MACHINE began slowly. OLLIE MACHINE checked off the heels of SERG'S GIRL soon after the start. GO GETTEM NOSEY checked off the heels of STARTER UP soon after the start. GO GETTEM NOSEY checked off the heels of ZABEEKA soon after the start. GO GETTEM NOSEY checked off the heels of STALENBERG approaching the first turn. STALENBERG hit the inside running rail approaching the first turn. GO GETTEM NOSEY & STALENBERG collided approaching the first turn. ZABEEKA & STARTER UP collided on the third turn. ZABEEKA checked off the heels of STARTER UP & collided with SERG'S GIRL approaching the home turn. STALENBERG & SERG'S GIRL collided approaching the home turn. ZABEEKA & STALENBERG collided several times in the home straight.

Race 9 - Maiden/Country/380 - Maiden - 9:19 PM
(380M): KABARANGI, JILL IN BLACK & GO GETTEM MARLS began quickly. PAW TRACTION began slowly. RYDER'S GOGO checked off the heels of KABARANGI soon after the start. RYDER'S GOGO & LA MANTE collided on the first turn. LA MANTE & PAW TRACTION collided on the first turn. PAW TRACTION checked off the heels of LA MANTE on the first turn, PAW TRACTION lost ground. JILL IN BLACK stumbled, tailed off and failed to finish approaching the second turn, PAW TRACTION was inconvenienced. PAW TRACTION checked off the heels of JILL IN BLACK approaching the second turn. RYDER'S GOGO & MARYVILLE collided on the second turn. KABARANGI checked off the heels of GO GETTEM MARLS approaching the home turn. PAW TRACTION raced wide on the home turn. RYDER'S GOGO raced wide in the home straight.

A post race veterinary examination revealed that JILL IN BLACK had a Right Hindleg Tarsal Fracture (Hock) and has been stood down for 90 days.

Race 10 - Free For All (s)/Country/380 - Free For All (s) - 9:42 PM
YUUP began quickly. CAUSING HAVOC began slowly. SIMPLY READY checked off the heels of EXONERATED, shifted out and collided with CAUSING HAVOC soon after the start. MISS TRUFFLES & SHINBONER SPIRIT collided on the first turn. MISS TRUFFLES checked off the heels of SHINBONER SPIRIT & collided with SWEET CHARLIE on the first turn. SIMPLY READY & CAUSING HAVOC collided on the first turn, CAUSING HAVOC fell. SIMPLY READY raced ungenerously approaching the finish line, connections warned. SHINBONER SPIRIT faded in the home straight due to injury.

A post race veterinary examination revealed that SHINBONER SPIRIT had a Left Hindleg Sartorius M (Pencil/Whip), Left Hindleg Pectineus/Adductor (groin) and Right Hindleg Sartorius M. (Pencil/Whip) injury and has been stood down for 14 days.

A post race veterinary examination revealed that CAUSING HAVOC had a right Hindleg Sartorius M (Pencil/Whip) and Left Foreleg Carpal Sprain (Wrist) injury has been stood down for 7 days.

Race 11 - Grade 5/Country/380 - Grade 5 - 10:02 PM
TRIPLE CROWN BLU began quickly. BEB'S began slowly. MUNDI MARKS & SUNSET OCTAVIA collided soon after the start. GO GETTEM JINGLE & ZOOM TUX collided soon after the start, ZOOM TUX lost ground. ZOOM TUX, MUNDI MARKS, SUNSET OCTAVIA & BEB'S collided on the first turn, MUNDI MARKS & BEB'S lost ground. TRIPLE CROWN BLU galloped on the heels of GO GETTEM JINGLE on the second turn, GO GETTEM JINGLE lost ground. TRIPLE CROWN BLU checked off the heels of ZOOM TUX & collided with SUNSET OCTAVIA approaching the home turn. GO GETTEM JINGLE & ZOOM TUX collided approaching the home turn. TRIPLE CROWN BLU & BEB'S collided on the home turn. GO GETTEM JINGLE & ZOOM TUX collided on the home turn. TRIPLE CORWN BLU & BEB'S collided in the home straight and approaching the finishing line.

Race 12 - Grade 6/Country/380 - Grade 6 - 10:19 PM
LEGEND SEEKER & MILLER'S INC began quickly. SPANISH COIN began slowly. MILLER'S INC & LADY ZELLWEGE collided soon after the start. LEGEND SEEKER & MILLER'S INC collided on the first turn. MILLER'S INC & LADY ZELLWEGE collided on the first turn. LEGEND SEEKER & SOPHOMORE collided several times in the back straight. MILLER'S INC & LADY ZELLWEGE collided several times in the back straight.

FINAL.